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Blockchain Interview Questions
From last some time, a tremendous evolution in blockchain technology has been done. Blockchain technology is
the future as most of our day to day online activities are getting into its influence. This game of online activity is
turned by high-level technical experts and analyst. Top level companies are hiring for the technicians or
engineers having the deep-rooted knowledge in this particular subject. We have assembled the various
dimensions of blockchain interview questions in this article.
We have included all the segments related to the blockchain technology. You will also know new dimensions of
the Technical blockchain. This will be a perfect set of blockchain interview questions for fresher as well as
experienced candidates. The field of blockchain has not earned enough fame yet but still, there is a certain
amount of competition in this field as well. The most frequently asked blockchain interview questions will
definitely help you to crack interview and grab your opportunities.

Q1. What do you understand by blockchain?
The blockchain is an incorruptible digital ledger technology in a centralized form. It is a collective database for
the immutable records and it was discovered along with the invention of Bitcoin. It is an open source approach
which works securely and provides long-term services. With the blockchain system, each and everyone gets
equal opportunity to enhance and implement the technologies.

Q2. Tell us the principle behind blockchain technology and how many types of it are
available?
Bitcoin permits and enables the information which is to be distributed among the users without being actually
copied. It is predominantly of three types:
Public
Consortium
Private

Q3. What do you think blockchain is trustworthy?
Blockchain has gained enough attention these days. The reason behind it isIt is an open source project and is absolutely compatible with other application.
It is totally secure hence online transactions and rest of the things are safe.

It is eligible for any of the business application.

Q4. Name few of the properties of blockchain?
The properties of blockchain comprise as Decentralized system
Distributed ledger
Safe ecosystem
Minting

Q5. What role does encryption play in blockchain?
For any of the online platform, security is always a priority. Encryption allows the user to keep the data safe.
The encrypted code is encoded or manipulated to some extent before it reaches to a network by the sender and
only the legal or authorized parties can access through the data. Encryption adds overall security to the
blockchain.

Q6. What do you understand by turn block in blockchain?
The blockchain is actually a list of data or records which are stored as blocks. Each of these blocks is somehow
related in connection to each other forming a chain like structure and overall it is called as blockchain
technology. Each and every block is an online ledger which is having a hash pointer. These blocks are identified
by the blog header hash and block height.

Q7. Define the security of block in blockchain?
Each block and the entire blockchain is provided with enough security and secured by a tough cryptographic
hash algorithm. Each of the blocks has a particular pointer and in case any manipulation is done with the
constituent then it will change the hash identifier of the block. Thus, it offers an extreme level of protection and
security in the blockchain.

Q8. Why it is not possible to edit the data once it is done in a block?
Once a data is written in a block it is not possible to undo it. If the changes have to be done then in that case, the
user has to delete the entire information from all of the blocks. Hence while modifying the data, extreme
importance is given to the concepts and each and every segment.

Q9. What is a ledger and what kind of ledger is blockchain?
The blockchain is eventually considered as incorruptible ledger is any of the ill-intentional personality acting
solitary is powerless here. Augier says “to take control of the network any attacker have to control more than
half of the total computing power”.

Q10. How blockchain ledger is differentiated from the normal ledger?
The major demarcation between both of them is that blockchain is a digital ledger which can be decentralized
easily. On the other hand, the normal ledger is prepared by hands or manmade effort. The former one is
performing all the tasks automatically hence the chances of error are extremely minimal. Later one is not up to
the mark if it comes to errorless performance.

Q11. What kind of records can be stored in blockchain?
There is no restriction while storing the data or records in the blockchain. Organizations use the blockchain for
the security of the entire records. The broadly included ones areRecords for medical transactions
Identity management
Transaction process records
Business transaction
Documentation records

Q12. Can you name few of the platforms for developing the blockchain applications?
Multiple blockchain application development platforms emerged right after the development of Bitcoin.
Ethereum is the most frequent one that evolved right after the discovery of Bitcoin. The second most popular
public platform is hyper ledger community which helps to build up the enterprise based services. The list is
followed by IOTA, EOS, Qtum and many more.

Q13. What do you understand by double spending?
When a single token is spent a number of times as it consists of a digital file which can be cloned easily then it
is called double spending. It is a depreciating situation which leads to the organisational level loss. The major
purpose behind the security of this is to eradicate all such approach. The mechanism is such when any
transaction is about to be done it is asked with multiple parties.

Q14. What do you understand by secret sharing in blockchain?
It is understood that the safe and secure transaction is certainly important with the online transactions. Secret
sharing distinguishes the secret and personal information into various segments and sends it to the user through
a network. The former information will only be shared when the user allows it to. Hence there are multilevel
security and secret sharing in the blockchain.

Q15. How blockchain is used for Bitcoin?
When any of the value gets transferred from Bitcoin wallets then it gets deposited into blockchain. Bitcoin
keeps the secret data or key which is used for the transactions and provide a calculated proof which belongs to
the owner of the wallet.

Q16. How would you differentiate Bitcoin blockchain and Ethereum blockchain?
On the basis of certain factors their differentiation is possible.
Segment
Bitcoin
Ethereum
Concept
Digital currency
Smart contract
Founder
Satoshi nakamoto Vitalik buterin
Release method Genesis block mined Presale
Cryptocurrency Bitcoin
Ether cryptocurrency
Algorithm
SHA-256
Ethash
Block time
10 minute
12 seconds
Scalability
No
Yes it is

Q17. What is hyperledger in Blockchain?
Hyperledger, a collaborative project of public blockchains and similar applications, commenced in 2015 by
Linux Foundation and have collected contributions from IBM, Intel Corporation, and SAP Ariba, to promote the
collaborative advancement of blockchain-related distributed ledgers and does not recommend bitcoin or any
other cryptocurrency. However, the program is excited by blockchain technology. Blockchains will construct a
new era of transactional applications that builds trust and transparency at their heart while streamlining industry
processes and legal restrictions.

Q18. What is nonce in blockchain?
The nonce is the short form for Number Only Used Once is a number added to an encrypted block in a

blockchain, which when rehashed, meets the difficulty level limitations. The nonce is the number that digital
miners are solving for and when a solution is found, blockchain miners are awarded cryptocurrency in
exchange. Once the scientific computations are interpreted by a miner, they are gifted cryptocurrency for their
time and skill. The nonce is difficult to find and is considered a way to wipe out the less talented crypto miners.
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